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CONSTANT TERM IDENTITIES

EXTENDING THE o-DYSON THEOREM

BY

D. M. BRESSOUD AND I. P. GOULDEN

Abstract. Andrews [1] has conjectured that the constant term in a certain product

is equal to a ^-multinomial coefficient. This conjecture is a ^-analogue of Dyson's

conjecture [5], and has been proved, combinatorically, by Zeilberger and Bressoud

[15]. In this paper we give a combinatorial proof of a master theorem, that the

constant term in a similar product, computed over the edges of a nontransitive

tournament, is zero. Many constant terms are evaluated as consequences of this

master theorem including Andrews' 17-Dyson theorem in two ways, one of which is a

^-analogue of Good's [6] recursive proof.

1. Introduction. The g-Dyson theorem states that the constant term (with respect

to xx,.. .,xn) in

is equal to

_(l-q)(l-q2)---(l-q^++«»)_

(1 - q)(l - q2) ■■■ (1 -a-)-" (1 - q)(l - q2) ■ ■ ■ (l - q°-) "

This was conjectured and verified for n = 1,2,3 by Andrews [1] in 1975. It was

proved for n = 4 by Kadell [8] in 1983, and for all n by Zeilberger and Bressoud

[15], later that year.

This theorem has its origins in work in statistical mechanics by Dyson [5] in 1962.

Specifically, in describing the statistical properties of a finite Coulomb gas of A'

particles, he found it necessary to evaluate the integral

f1' ... [2" Y\\eiB'-e^\2:dOx..-d6N,

which he conjectured to equal (2ir)NT(Nz + 1)/T(z + 1)N. His approach to this

integral was to recognize that its evaluation is equivalent to showing that the

constant term in n,<y(l - Xj/Xj)z(l - x}/xjfz is T(Nz + 1)/T(z + 1)". This con-

stant term is easily verified for N = 2 by the binomial theorem and for N = 3 by a

classical result of Dixon. These results led Dyson to conjecture the following

generalization, in which the operator [1] indicates the constant term (coefficient of 1)

in the polynomial in xx,... ,x„, xf1,... .x^1 to which it is applied.
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Theorem 1.1. For nonnegative integers ax,..., an,

i<t<j<n\        xjl    \        Xj) aj.a2\ ■■■ aj.

Theorem 1.1 was proved independently by Gunson [7] and Wilson [13] later in

1962. In 1970, Good [6] gave a very elementary proof using recursions. This proof is

discussed in §5. Zeilberger [14] gave a radically different combinatorial proof in

1982.

If we introduce the notation

(x)n=(l-x)(l-qx)---(l-q"1x),        (x)0=l,        (x)_x = (l - xq-1)'1

for positive integers n, then the q-Dyson theorem can be more succinctly stated, as

follows.

Theorem 1.2. For nonnegative integers ax,...,a„,

i'i n (?) [4) -,y"*",;? ■ °
l<,<j<n\Xjl a\     Xi)aj (q)ax---(q)a„

It is readily verified that Theorem 1.2 becomes Theorem 1.1 in the limit as q

approaches 1. For n = 1,2,3, Theorem 1.2 is either trivial or classical. Kadell's proof

for n = 4 is modelled on Good's proof of Theorem 1.1, and the Zeilberger-Bressoud

proof for general n is an extension of Zeilberger's proof of Theorem 1.1.

In this paper we use the Zeilberger-Bressoud approach to prove a master theorem,

which is stated in terms of tournaments. A tournament T on n vertices is a set of

ordered pairs (/', j) such that 1 < i ¥= j < n and (/', j) G T if and only if (j, i) G T.

Equivalently, Tcan be thought of as a directed graph with vertices l,...,n and edges

directed from i to j for all (i, j) g T. Thus we write i -»j if (i, j) g T. The

tournament T is transitive if the relation —> is transitive. Equivalently, T is transitive

if it contains no cycles (i -* j -* k -* /'). Otherwise, Fis nontransitive.

Theorem 1.3 (Master Theorem). // T is a nontransitive tournament on n vertices

and ax,...,an are nonnegative integers, then

[i] n (J) [«xi)   -o. □
V,j)GT\Xjl a.\     Xilar\

§2 is devoted to consequences of our master theorem, which include deducing the

o-Dyson theorem directly from it. Before summarizing them, we explain our nota-

tion.

The set (1,2,... ,n} is denoted by Jfn. If Tis a tournament on n vertices, then the

in-degree of vertex j, 1 < j < n, is the cardinality of {/' g jVn\(i, j) g T), and the

out-degree of vertex j is the cardinality of {/ g J/~n\(j, /') G T}. Let Sn denote the set

of permutations on^„. If Fis transitive, then J defines a permutation a g Sn, called

the winner permutation, by a(i) = a, and equals the vertex with in-degree i — 1. Thus

if we say that i -* j means that / beats j, then ox beats everyone, o2 beats everyone

but ffj, and an is beaten by everyone. The identity permutation is denoted by e„ (or e
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if there is no ambiguity about the value of n). The transitive tournament correspond-

ing to e„ (e) is denoted by En (E). The set of inversions of a is denoted by

I(o) = {ia,y aj)\ai > aj and ' <j}- If S c T for any tournament T, then TS is the

tournament obtained from T by reversing the edges of S.

The vector (ax,...,a„) is denoted by a, while (ax,. ..,ak_x, ak+l,...,an) is

denoted by (ax,.. .,ak,.. .,an) for k = 1,... ,n. The unit vector in the ith direction is

denoted by 8,. For a g Sn, a(a) denotes (aa ,...,aa ). For any statement A, x(A) is

defined to be 1 if A is true and 0 otherwise. For any set X of integers, we denote

{(i, j)\i < j,i,jeX) by (x).

Finally, for compactness, let T be a tournament and define

P(T;*)=    n    [z})   (qXA       .        C(F;a)=[l]F(F;a),
(i,j)eT\xj I a\     Xilar\

r(a)-n(l-^')(l-?fl, + -+a')"1.
i=i

The most general results of §2 are: If j/c lJj«) and 31(A) = [o g S„\ if (j, i) g

1(a), then (/', j) <£s/}, then

l<i<j<n\\xil xjj\    Xjla-i\     Xi)aj-1

(1.4)

W)«i '       \q)a„ oe3(y)

Furthermore, if 38 c (•*%) within ^ = 0, then

[i] n (-) (^v<'-»«*>)
1 <i<j<n \ Xj I a \Xi I aj-x{(i.j)&J*)

= T7\-T^V~   2L   <r '''("(a)),

where £* is the sum over pairs (i, _/') G /(a) such that (_/, i)<£ 38.   D

The main results of §2 are the corollaries of these general results that involve

choices of stfand 38 for which the summations on the RHS of (1.4) and (1.5) can be

expressed explicitly as a product. Many of these corollaries have been conjectured by

Kadell [8].

§3 introduces the notion of a tournamented statistic on a word. This is a

generalization of the z-statistic used in the Zeilberger-Bressoud proof of the o-Dyson

theorem, and is central to the proof of the master theorem, which is given in §4.

In §5 we demonstrate how the master theorem can be used to prove the o-Dyson

theorem by a method analogous to Good's proof of Theorem 1.1. This section

concludes with a summary of the conjectures and open problems suggested by our

work.
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It should be mentioned that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are only the simplest cases of

several families of integral evaluations and constant term identities indexed by root

systems of Lie algebras, this larger context being first observed by Macdonald [10]

(see also Morris [12], Andrews [3] and Askey [4]). This is a field that is characterized

by having far more conjectures than theorems.

2. Consequences of the master theorem. In this section we deduce various

constant-term identities from the master theorem. Frequent use is made of the

following result.

Proposition 2.1. Let T be a tournament with S c T. Then

P(T;*)    n    l-^)=P(TS;a).
(i,j)es\      xi I

Proof. First note that

(-|)(?)J«l),-,"(-s;)(1-|)('f).,.I(«l),-

Applying this for all (i, j) G S gives

P(r;.) n (-*)-   n  (?) (,?)    n (?) («?)
(i,j)^S\       Xil a,j)ET-S\Xj I a\     Xi I aj-lti,j)<BS\Xi I aj\     Xjl a-\

= P(TS;»),    as required.    D

Now we are ready to give the transitive analogue of the master theorem.

Theorem 2.2. If T is a transitive tournament with winner permutation a, then for

nonnegative integers ax,... ,an,

m   n   l^\ L*0 (g)«. + -+«.   A       (i-<?"■)
l\i}jhT\xj)ayx,J.J-i    (?)-,•■•(?)-. <-i(i-?"-«»+-+fl«")'

Proof. We first prove this result for a = e. Now

and applying this for /= 1,...,«- 1 gives, with an > 1,

P(e;a) = P(e;a-5jrj(l-^j

£        ols'("»-1»F(FSr;a-8„).
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The only nonzero contributions to the constant terms in the above expression will

arise from S such that ES is a transitive tournament, from the master theorem. The

only such S axe of the form {(k, n),(k + 1, n),. ..,(n — 1, n)} for k = l,...,n, for

which \S\ = n — k and ES has winner permutation 1 • • • k — Ink • • • n — 1. Thus,

equating the constant term on both sides of the above expression gives

n

C(e;a) =  £ q<"~k^-^C(l ■ ■ ■ k - ln k ■ ■ ■ n - l;a-8J.
A: = l

But C(o; a) = C(e; a(a)), so for an > 1,

n

C(e;a)= £ qi'-^"--»C(e; (ax,.. .,ak_x, an - 1, ak,...,a„_x)),
k = \

giving a recurrence equation for C(e;a), the LHS of the result to be proved. The

RHS satisfies this recurrence equation by Proposition Al of the Appendix, dividing

both sides by (q)ai +... +a/(q)ai • • • (q)„„_,(?)a„-i and settingy, = qa.~^i="\

To obtain initial conditions for C(e; a), note that

so for ak = 0,

\i<k\       xkl\ xkl     \xkl a,j>k\    xk]al-\j

XP(e„_l;(a1,...,ak,...,an)).

Every term in this expression has negative exponents for xk if k > 2, and the only

terms which are constant in xk axe in 1 • P(en_,; a2,.. .,an) for k = 1. Thus initial

conditions are

JO, iW = 0for/c = 2,...,«,

C(e";a)=\c(e„_i;(fl2,...,a„)),        ifa1 = 0.

But these initial conditions are clearly satisfied by the RHS of the result to be

proved, and the result follows for a = e. In general, the result is obtained by

applying C(a; a) = C(e; a (si)).   O

Theorem 2.2 has been conjectured by Kadell [8]. The expansion that we have used

in its proof can also be used to deduce that the master theorem for a nontransitive

tournament with some vertex with out-degree = 0 follows from the master theorem

for nontransitive tournaments in which every vertex has out-degree > 1.

From Theorem 2.2 and the master theorem we now deduce the o-Dyson theorem,

conjectured by Andrews [1] and proved by Zeilberger and Bressoud [15].
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Theorem 2.3. For nonnegative integers ax, ...,an,

w n (?) (<?) - ii?'*".;? •1 <,<,<« \Ma,\ *,/aj   uk •■•(?)«„

Proof. Expanding (qxj/xf)a for all i < y, we have

n(?J>f),-'<->nH-.f)
= £^L'^^"sr^F(F;a),

r

where the summation is over all tournaments T, from Proposition 2.1. Now denote

the LHS of the required result by F(a). Equating constant terms in the above

expression yields, from the master theorem and Theorem 2.2,

F(a)= ,(f"*7";      E *=«'•"■'«•• V(a(.)).

Now let G(a) denote the inner summation in the above expression for F(a). The

q- Dyson theorem is equivalent to showing that G(a) = 1. We prove this by induction

on n. Clearly G(ax) = 1 and the result is true for n = 1. For n > 1, we partition the

sum over a into those a with an = k, k = l,...,n. This yields immediately

G(ax,...,a„)=  £     i _ „<.,+ -+«.    G("i.a."J

n

= (1 - o"'+ ■+a»)"1 £ (1 - qa")qz^-"*^,    by the induction hypothesis

A:=l

= (i - 9-.+-+-.)-1/ f oe"—- - i ^-*a')
U = l A = l I

= (1 - ou' + -   +a")_1{l - oa' + - +a") = 1,

so G(a) = 1 for all a, and the result follows.    □

The constant terms considered in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 are the extreme cases

j/= (-*j>) and j^= 0 of the following result.

Proposition 2.4. If A c (•^*»), then

1,1 n (?) (??)

= /f)a, + 7V       E    ̂ ~'V(a(a)),
W)«i ' ' ' (9^«„ „e3(y)

w/iere ^(^) corts/ste of those o G S„ smc/i </<ar i/(_/, i) G /(a), //ien (/', y) G j/.
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Proof. We have

n (-) (<,-) -*(e;«) n fi-^-)
l<i<j<n\ Xj I a. V     xi I aj-x(0,j)ej*) (i,j)Gj/\ Xil

i<j

and the result follows from Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2.    □

Proposition 2.4 expresses the constant term in a large class of polynomials as a

single sum of at most n\ (independent of the size of the a,'s) terms, and does

therefore give the constant term in a reasonable form. However, we are most

interested in finding sf for which the summation can be determined explicitly as a

single term. A general class of jtf for which this can be carried out is considered in

the following result.

Theorem 2.5. Let 0 = a0 < Bx < ax < B2 < ■ ■ ■ < ak^x < Bk < ak = n, a =

(otx,...,ak), B = (Bx,...,Bk),k > l,and

U(«^) = {uJ^2^)}u{uK-^Jx(^-^)}.

Then

w n (?) (*?)
\<.i<j<.n \ xj I a. \    xi I a7-x((/,y)eU(o,p))

= (q)al+-+a„        p-r y^r 1   ~   q">

- (?)-, • ■' (q)a. i-\ >-V+i 1 - ?W»+~+«; •

Proof. Let p g 5m and w, v > 0. We first consider

f(m,u, v,p;a) = £ 4i:"^'<°><V(o-(a)),
ae^m, u, f, p)

where ST(m, u,v,p) consists of all permutations a in Sm + U + V such that elements

l,...,m appear internally in the fixed order p(l) • • • p(m), elements m + 1,

..., m + u appear in any order, but all appear to the left of elements m + u + 1,

..., m + u + v, which themselves appear in increasing order. For example, 5346127

g 3T(2,, 2,2,312). Now define g(m, u, v, p; a) by

f(m, u, v, p; a) = g(m, u, v, p; s)qz«-^'^a' Y[ ?.'/+a
y=i(l-4a-»+    +a'j).

We prove, by induction onm + u + v, that

A (1 - q'-*-*<)
g(m, u, v, p; a) =-——*■--.

^      j=\ (1 - qa™+> + -■+a»+-+>)

First, the result is clearly true for u = v = 0, since the only summand corresponds to

a = p, so g(m, 0,0, p; a) = 1 by definition.
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For u > 1, by considering whether the final element of a is p(m) or m + i for

i = l,...,u, we obtain

g(m,u,0,p;a)= ^ __ ̂  + .„+a^

x|g(w - 1,M,0, p(l).-. p(m-l);a, ••• <5p(m) ••■ am + „)

Xqa»+i+-+a»+»(l - q^+-+",„)

+ £ g(m,u-1,0, p;ax ■■■&,-■■ am+u)qa«+^+-+a^(l - qa"+>)\

; = 1 I

=   l.qall ...+a„,^{ga""1+-+ — (l   "  tf-+"+"-)

+   f4f.. + ,+ ,+ -+-. + .(l_9-.+J)\
1 = 1 /

by induction hypothesis

l-qi + -+«~*.\q q

u + \ u \

+ Eq'm+,+ "'+a-£9«-/+-+»-*.|

i=2 i=l j

= 1 _gai! ...+a.jg°"i+ •+a— - ?-+-+«— +1 - ,—+•■■+«-*.}

= i

and the result is true for j; = 0.

For v > 1, by considering whether the final element of a is p(m) or w + u + v,

we obtain

g(m,u,v,P;a)= ^ _ ^+ ...+„m^r

x{g(m - l,u,v,p(l)--- p(m -l);ax ■■■ aptm) ••• am+u+v)

Xq"»+i + -+a-»+»+< (1 - q"' + --+"-)

+ g(m, u, v - 1, p; ax ■■■ am + u + D_x)(\ - qa">+»+°)}

1 A     (!-<?"—)
1 _ g"i +■■■+«.,♦.♦. A_l (i _ 9«-i +•■•+--+.+,)

by induction hypothesis

f.i(i-?-+"+«'.)'
and the result is true for all u > 0.
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Now the required result, from Proposition 2.4, is

U)a,+ —+«„ yi y

U)«i  ' ' ' U)«„ p,G^-(0, ft. «!-/8i, 0) p2GJT(ai,ft-«1,a2-ft,p1)

£ 9E<'^e'<"*»a'r(pt(a))

P*G^"(«A:-l.A-0*-l.a*^A.P*-l)

UK UK y' = l

and the result follows immediately.   D

Theorem 2.5 specializes to Theorem 2.2 by choosing fc = 1, Bx = 1, and to the

g-Dyson theorem (Theorem 2.3) by choosing k = 1, Bx = n. The complete case

k = 1 has been conjectured by Kadell [8] and is given by the following result.

Corollary 2.6. For 2 < m < n + 1, 0 < t < n — 1, and nonnegative integers

ax,...,a„,

w n (?) (<?)
U)a, + -+fl.       " (l-o"Q

(q)ai---(q)aj-i(l-qa^-+a')'

[1]     n     (*?) (^

jq)ai + ...+a„       ' (l-o--)

(^-.•••(9)-./-i(l-«"+-+«-)'

Proof. (1) In Theorem 2.5, set k = 1, Bx = m — 1, so (/, j) G U(a, /?) if and only

if j > m.

(2) In (1), replace xt and a, by xn + x_t and a„+ ,_,-, respectively, for i = 1,. . . ,n,

and set f = n + 1 — m.   □

Another constant term that can be determined in a compact form is given by the

following result, which has been conjectured by Kadell (private communication).

Theorem 2.7. For nonnegative integers ax,.. -,an,

\<i<j<n\xi        xj)\     Xj)ai-i\     Xilaj.l

(g) «, + ■■■+«.      n     iqa-qa')

(q)al---(q)a.iJ<j<n(l-qa>+aJ)'
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Proof. The LHS of this result can be expressed as

1 <i<j<n \\ Xj I a\     Xi I aj-1       \Xilaf\     Xj)a-\\

UK+-+g„ ,   ■.
UK ■■■(q)an

where hn(si) = Loe^i(-l)|/(a)lr(a(a)), from Theorems 1.3, 2.2 and 2.3. Thus the

required result is equivalent to proving that

*.(.)-  n  {B^-y
\<i<j<n (i    q    ')

We prove this by induction on n.

First, it clearly is true for n = 1. For n > 1, by considering that the final element

is equal to k for some k = 1,... ,n, we obtain

1 "
*».(») = i _ „al + -+a.  E (-1)"~*(1 - q"k)nn-1(ax,...,ak,...,a„)

1   q k=i

=_i_/ n   {qa' ~ q"J))
1    q \i<i<j<n (i    q '  ') )

" "   (1 - a"i + "k)
x £ (1 _ q"k) Fl  /       —7j\->   by induction hypothesis

k=i i=i (q ' ~ q k)

i*k

=_i_/ n   (g"-g'y)ki-g-+-+-)
l-qai+-+a"\iJ<jsn(l-qa'+aj)i q h

from Proposition A2, withyt = q"', i = l,...,n, and the result is true for all n > 1.

□

The constant term identities given in this section up to this point have been ones

in which we have used Proposition 2.1 together with Theorems 1.3 and 2.2 to express

the constant term as a o-multinomial coefficient multiplied by a weighted sum of

r(a(a))'s. Furthermore, we have been able to simplify these summations to single

terms. There are a number of constant terms that we can treat in this way, but in

which we cannot simplify the summation. Examples of these are given in the

following result.

Theorem 2.8. Let r(a) = Ilf-ifl - qa')il - qi+-+'<)-\ Then

a)      rn n (J) (J) - Jf77;; £ r(„(*)).
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Ifjtf, 38 C (•/£') within 38= 0, then

[i] n (r) (<,x((M)*^)

(2) (a)        '
-/?       7V       E    ̂ M'(a)),

Va)a,  ' ' ' \q)a„ <,e&(j3?)

where E* is the sum over pairs (i, j) G 1(a) such that (j, i) G 38.

(3)        "JLffl."' -$MJtL
= /?)" + 7V       E    (-l)"<0Ma(a)).

UK ' ' ' UK ae3(j/)

Proof. (1) The product on the LHS can be written as

P(e;*)   II    (l-J) = Ei>(r;a)

from Proposition 2.1, where the summation is over all tournaments T. The result

follows immediately from Theorems 1.3 and 2.2 by equating the constant terms.

(2) The product on the LHS can be written as

F(e;a)    U    (l - ^V*«*.;)«*>]
(i,j)GsA, Xi I

and the result follows from Proposition 2.1, Theorems 1.3 and 2.2.

(3) The product on the LHS can be written as

and the result follows from Proposition 2.1, Theorems 1.3 and 2.2.    D

Theorem 2.8(1), whose LHS at first glance seems to be the most natural q-

analogue of Dyson's conjecture, has been conjectured by Kadell (private communi-

cation).

It must be pointed out that, though large classes of constant terms can be deduced

from the master theorem, there are many similar constant terms on which our

method sheds no light. For example,

n (J)   [qxi)   -/■(.;.) n (wj)
l<i<j<n \ xj I a+i\     xi I a — 1 l<i<j<n\ *j I

but now Proposition 2.1 does not apply to any of the 2(?) terms in the expansion of

nis,<ys„(l - qaiXj/xj) except for the leading term 1. Thus the methods of this

section do not yield any expression for

f] n (?)   («?)   •
l<i<j<n\xj I a+x\     xi I aj-1
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Similarly, consider the problem of deducing Theorem 2.2 from Theorem 2.3. We

can write

n  (?) ('?)

-{ n (?)   (<?)   } n (>-,-<-?)
\ \<i<j<.n \ ■*/ / Uj_i\     "S/a,-lJ   l</<y<n\ Aj I

and expand the second product on the RHS as

n (i-^-'J)= e   n f-^-1?)-

But this does us no good since we have no knowledge of

m{ n (-,-?)} n (?)   (,?)
[(i,j)£a\ xj I j   \<i<j<n\xj I a-i\     xilar\

unless a = 0, in which case we know the constant term by the o-Dyson theorem.

Note also that in results 2.3 to 2.8, we have considered constant terms in products

over 1 < i < j < n which is equivalent to (;', j) g T where T = E is the transitive

tournament with winner permutation e. Clearly, to obtain analogous constant terms

when T is the transitive tournament with winner permutation p, we need only to

replace a by p(a) on the RHS. Of course, in the case of the o-Dyson theorem

(Theorem 2.3) this results in no change, since the RHS is symmetric in a.

However, if T is a nontransitive tournament, then we have analogous weighted

sums of r(a(a))'s to replace results 2.4 and 2.8, but, in general, we know of no closed

form RHS's analogous to results 2.3, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7.

Finally, we note that our results for constant terms are equivalent in some cases to

results for nonconstant terms in related products. For example, we have the

following result.

Theorem 2.9. Let Q c T, where T is a tournament. Then

n ?1 n (?) (.?)(l.k)CEQ xk J 0,y)er\ xj I a. \     xi I aj-1

0,    if TQ is nontransitive,

_ J (_,\\q\ UK+-+",,   t-t     (i ~ q""1)
~y}     (q)ai---(q)anL\(l-qa°>+-+°")'

\ if TQ is transitive, with winner permutation a.

Proof. The LHS of this result is equal to

[1](    n    ?>}/>(F;a)=[l](-l)ieiF(F«2;a)
\ il.k)eQ xt 1

from Proposition 2.1, and the result follows from Theorems 1.3 and 2.2.    D
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3. Tournamented statistics. Let W = WXW2 ■ ■ ■ Wr<zz M(a), where M(a) is the set

of words with ax l's,...,o„ «'s, and r = a, + • • • + a„. Two of the most useful

statistics for studying such words were introduced by MacMahon [11], the major

index

r-l

MAJ(^)=  Y,kX(Wk> Wk+X)
k = \

and the inversion number

inv(»o=   E   x{wi>wj).
1 </</'< r

For the proof of the master theorem, given in §4, we shall need generalizations of

these statistics indexed by a tournament T on n vertices.

The first of these statistics is the tournamented major index MAJT( W) defined by

MAJT(W)=      £     MAJ^Wjj),
1 <; <j < n

where Wtj is the subword of ^consisting of all /"s andy's in W, and MAJT(Wjj) is

given by

Oj + a j - I

MAJr(l*g=     £    kX((Vk+l,Vk)^T),
k = l

where WtJ = VXV2 ■ ■ ■ Va.+a.. Thus, if W = 1322132 G M(2,3,2), then WX2 = 12212,

WX3 = 1313, 1^23 = 32232. If Fis the transitive tournament 1 -> 3 -> 2, 1 -» 2, then

MAJr(1322132) = 3 + 2 + 3 = 8. If 7" is the nontransitive tournament 1 -> 2 -^ 3

-> 1, then MAJr-(1322132) = 3 + 4 + 5 = 12. Note that MAJ£- is precisely the

z-statistic used by Zeilberger and Bressoud in their proof of the o-Dyson theorem

[15].
The second new statistic is the tournamented inversion number INVr(W/), defined

by

INVr(HO=      E     TtVfT{W,j),
l<i<j<n

where

INVr(^,.)= £        x((V„Vk)czzT),
1 <k<l<al + aJ

and Wjj = VXV2 • • ■ Va +a . Thus for T given by 1^3^ 2, l-*2 and 7" given by

1 -» 2 -» 3 -» 1, we have'INVr(l 322132) = 2 + 1 + 2 = 5 and INVr (1322132) =

2 + 3 + 4 = 9. Note that INV£ is simply MacMahon's inversion number.

The generating functions for MAJr and INVr are trivially deducible from the

classical case T = E when T is transitive and are given in the following result.

Proposition 3.1. IfTis a transitive tournament, then

y       iNvr(^) _     y       MAjr(w) _    UK + ■-+"„

WeM(a) WeM(a) W/"i''"W^a„
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Proof. Let the required generating functions be denoted by ^(a) (for INVr) and

^r(a) (for MAJr). If T has winner permutation a, then clearly $r(a) = 4>£(a(a))

and ^(a) = ^E(a(sL)). But from MacMahon [11] and Zeilberger and Bressoud [15],

respectively, we know

$£(a) = *£(a) = (   , (   v     ,
UK •■■(?)«„

and the result follows since the RHS of this result is symmetric in the elements of a.

□

However, for nontransitive tournaments, the generating functions for INVr and

MAJrare not identical. For example, if Fis given byl-»2-»3->l, then

£       oINV^>=o+5o2 + 5o3 + o4,

Ife Af (2,1,1)

£       oMAJ-<H/»=2o + 4o2 + 4o3 + 2o4.

rVGA/(2,l,l)

In general, these generating functions are not symmetric in the elements of a. It is

easy to see (by considering the words W = Wx ■ • ■ Wr read in reverse order

Wr • • • Wx) that they are both reciprocal (F is reciprocal if [o']F = [qm + 1~']F for

i = l,...,[w/2], where m > degree (F): in this case m = ("j1)). Moreover, we

conjecture that, for any tournament, the generating functions are unimodal.

Following the notation of [15], associate with each word W G A/(a) a permutation

ir g Sn defined by: 77(1) is the last letter of W. For / = 2,...,n, ir(i) is the last letter

of W not equal to ir(l),...,tr(i - 1). Thus if W= 12214334414, then w(l) = 4,

7,(2) = 1, tt(3) = 3, tt(4) = 2, so tt = 4132. For tt g yn, we denote by Af„(a) the

subset of M(a) consisting of words associated with fixed it.

We cannot find a representation as a rational product for the generating functions

of M(a) with respect to INVr and MAJr for nontransitive T. However, we can find

such a representation for the generating function of Mw(a) with respect to MAJr,

which is the result about tournamented statistics needed in §4.

Theorem 3.2. For any tournament T, and nonnegative ax,... ,an,

y        MAjr(^) =    cT<*.*)   UK+-  +a„    A_C1 ~ q"')_

H^<a) UK • • ■ (<?K .U (1 - <r«"+ ' +a"'"') '

where

Cr(7r,a)=     £    flyX(»-1(0<»-1O))-     E    flyxK-f).
(i,y)er (i.y)-T"

andiTjj = i iftr'1^) < ir~1(j), and = j otherwise.

Proof. When T = E, this result is Sublemma 4.1.1 in [15], and we precisely

parallel that proof here.

The theorem is trivially true for n = 1, and if it is true for n = 1, then it is true for

n when at least one of the a,'s is zero. Thus we must show only that each side of the

result satisfies the same recursion.
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Let 77(,) = tt(2) • • • ir(i)ir(l)ir(i + 1) • • • ir(n) for i = l,...,n (so tt(1) = 77).

Given a word W g Mw(a + 8w(1)), consider removing the last letter (which must be

77(1)). Then we are left with a word in Mvw(a) for some i = l,...,n, and the

contribution to MAJr(W/) which has been made by this last letter is

_(^ + ̂ ))x((»(i),»W)er).
r=l

Thus, if Fw T-(a) is the generating function on the LHS of the theorem, we obtain the

recurrence equation

K,A* + 8.(1,) = £ ^^+Wx«^^«r)ffM r(a).
1 = 1

To show that the RHS satisfies the same recurrence equation, we must show that

,*...♦«*,>_.-(g)7 -+- -G(77)UK"1 •••(9)a.«i, •••UK-1

= £<,"'(?(*<->)     ̂ )^-;Y     ,
,=1 UK-i'"UK-i

where

«j(77)=fl(l-0^— «.«.,)-1
7-2

and

Ht = c-(»<'\«) + £ (aw(1) + aw(r))x((»(l), *(')) e *").
r = 2

Multiplying by (q)ai_, • • • (q)„n-i/U)fl] +... +„„_ 1 makes this equivalent to

(1   _ aal + --+a„\ n

(•) gM'''+w   (1lg^)   g(") - I q"'G(«(i)Y

But we have

cr(7r,a)=     £    fl;x(»-I(0 < »-1(y))
(<.y)=r

-I«yx(»-1(0<»-1O))x((i-,y)er)

= Ea,0)x('' <y)x((*(0.»(y))G t)

= Ea-y)X((»(0.»O))er),
<<y

so

<:-(»«•) = cr(77,a) - £ fl„(r)X((tf(l),*(r)) e F)
r = 2

+ E«.<i>x((»('-),'Ki))er),
r = 2
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and thus 77, = cr(7r,a) + (i - l)a„,X). Moreover, cr(7r,a + 8w(1)) = cr(77,a), so (*)

is equivalent to

t\   _ aa1+-+a„\ »

(1-q^)   } GM = Lf-^G(^),
which is proved in [15] at the end of the proof of Sublemma 4.1.1. Thus the RHS

satisfies the same recursion as the LHS, and the result follows.    □

4. Proof of the master theorem. We shall prove Theorem 1.3 by exactly following

the proof of the o-Dyson theorem given by Zeilberger and Bressoud [15] with

appropriate modifications for the fact that instead of taking the product over pairs

(/, j), 1 < i <j < n, the product is taken over pairs (/, j) G F, where T will be an

arbitrary tournament. Perhaps surprisingly, the arguments are no more difficult

when F is an arbitrary tournament. As we shall see at the end of this section,

Theorem 2.2, which takes its product over transitive tournaments, is a corollary of

the argument we shall use to prove Theorem 1.3. It is assumed that the reader has

access to the Zeilberger-Bressoud proof [15], hereafter referred to as Z.-B., to which

we shall frequently refer.

Let us initially assume that F is an arbitrary tournament on n labelled vertices and

begin as in Z.-B. by expanding the product under consideration by use of the

o-binomial theorem [2, p. 36], yielding

\q)a+k\q)b-k

This gives us

n (?) ('?)

(4.i)       = n e—7—;—j—\-
U,j)eTklJ UK+*,;UK + **-1

= e n \ V     —n*7^nuK+0,-i,
/fejr, llj*J(q)a, + k,l-x((j.i)^T) ,= 1 ,<y

where kj{ = -k{j, Jf' is the set of integer matrices K = (ktJ) satisfying fc;  = -kJt,

and E* is the sum over all pairs (i, j) g T. We get the constant term if we restrict

our matrices to the subset K c jf', those whose row sums are zero.

As in Z.-B., the expression

yejrn,#y(?)a, + *,7-X«y.')er)

is the generating function for matrices of partitions P = (F,y), where F„ is empty. If

#(Pjj) denotes the number of parts in partition P.. then

£#(FI7) = («-1)«,- ix(U,i)eT),
./ = ! 7 = 1

j*i j+i
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and

#(P,7)+#(P„) = o, + o,-l.

Moreover, if \PiJ\ denotes the sum of the parts in Ptj then the weight assigned to P is

(-i)E*%E*(V1>+^i'H

where ktJ = #(F,y) - a, + x(0', 0 G T).

We apply Algorithm 3.2 of Z.-B. to our matrix P with the following modifications:

In step 2, order i,j so that (i, j) g T and then as before define

li   if B^+kj^Bjj,

S'J     [j   ifBJj+ku<BJj.

In steps 5 and 6, replace the pairs (i, j) such that i < j with pairs (/', y) g F. The

implication in step 6 becomes: If (W$+1), W^) G F, then Qjjl) is strictly less than

Q(j'j. The same Bijection M, with the winner between i andy in T considered to be

the smaller number, yields a new partition Qtj satisfying \Q{j\ = |Q(..| +

MAJT(Wjjtjj), where MAJris the tournamented major index defined in §3.

In step 3, case 3a holds if (/, i) G F while 3b applies if (/, /) G T.

In step 4, the implication again should read that if (Wjj+li, WM*) G F, then

Q,'j+l) < OS1} and Bijection M yields Qij satisfying \Ql}\ = \QtJ\ + MAJr(^y).
The key observation about this modification of Algorithm 3.2 is the following

lemma.

Lemma 4.1. If #(F0) = a, + fc,7 - x(0', 0 G T) where ktJ = -kJt, andY.kjj = 0,

1 < j < n, j' ¥= i, and if T is nontransitive, then step 2 of the modified Algorithm 3.2

eventually produces a nontransitive tournament S.

Proof. We first observe that until step 5, the number of parts in Btj is given by

#(BjJ) = a,-ci + k,J-X((jJ)^T).

For fixed /', this quantity is nonnegative for ally # i and thus c, is less than or equal

to o, and equality is possible only if fc/y = 0 and (i, j) g F for ally # i.

If vertex /' has out-degree in F which is neither 0 nor n — 1, then the sequence

(#(Fn), #(F/2),..., #(F,„)) cannot be constant because for any choice of

{kjj}"=1 Jt satisfying E/c,y = 0, 1 < j < n,j + i, at least one F/y has at least a, parts

and at least one has at most at — 1 parts. Let us fix ay such that #(F ■) is the

minimum of the set of values in the sequence. From the definition of stj in step 2 of

Algorithm 3.2, once Btj is empty the / th row cannot be further emptied unless

(1) (/, j) G T and 73^, is empty, or

(2) all partitions in they'th row are empty.

Since Btj and ff-; are empty:

0 = Cj - ^ + kjj,       0 = aj-Cj + kjj-l.

Adding these equations yields 0 = a,■ + Oj - (c,■ + cy + 1) and thus c, = a, or c- = a .

If (/, j) G F, then cy cannot equal a} and so c, = o, which implies that kim = 0 for

all m and (/, m) G F for all m ¥= i. Since we assumed that i does not have out-degree
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n — 1, this cannot happen. Thus (j, i) g F and we must be in the second case: all

partitions in they th row are empty.

Thus no row can be completely vacated unless there is a row with out-degree

n — 1 in T and that row has been completely vacated first. Once a row has been

completely vacated we eliminate the corresponding node from all subsequent tourna-

ments S. Since F is nontransitive we must eventually get down to a subtournament

in which no vertex beats every other vertex and thus no more rows can be vacated.

Since we can never completely empty all partitions in P, eventually the tournament

S must be nontransitive.   □

Let us now look at what comes out of Algorithm 3.2 modified. It will always be an

element of 38 as defined in §3 of Z.-B. with the following modifications:

(ii) We shall call our nontransitive tournament defined by the algorithm S to

avoid confusion with the initial specified tournament T.

iy) ku = rij + Xisij = 0 - X(0". 0 g F) + Cj - a,.
As in Z.-B. this implies that

£ X(*,y = 0 = (» " DU, - ct) - £ {ru - X((j, D e T))
y-i 7=i
j*i j*i

and thus the score vector for S is completely determined by fi, F, (ax,...,an) and

(cx,..-,cn).

(vii) Replace the pair (/', j), 1 < i < j < n, by (i, j) g F.

The weight of an element (W, S; Q, B) & 38is now given by

(4.3)    Weight^, S;e,fi)

-(-lfV* EN + £*(|e,7| + (^2+1)

-k,j(c, + x(',j = 0) + MAJr(*V,7)) -

where ktj = rtj + xistj = 0 ~~ x(0> 0 G F) + c, - a, and £* is the sum over all

pairs (i, j) g F.

We shall fix Q and B and sum this weight over pairs (W, S) for which

(W, S; Q, B) G 38. Theorem 1.3 will be proved if we can show this sum to be zero.

As in Z.-B., let GAR denote anything which is constant with respect to the pairs

(W, S) in the summation. Let us write fc,y = fo,y + xistj = 0 and therefore

\kjjikjj + 1) - ku(Ci, + X{s,j = 0)

= \b2j + bijX (Sjj = i) + \x (Sjj = i) + \bi] + \x (su = i)

-(bijCj + xUy = i)ci + fyjxi'ij = 0 + X(*,y = '))

= GAR - c,xU7 = i) = GAR + clX(su =j).
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Thus we have that

(4.5)

Weight^, S; Q, B) = GAR(-lf*x(s«=j)q**[Z*(cjx(sjj = j) + MAJr(^))].

It is thus sufficient to prove that

(4.6)        £(-irx^=7)«**[E*(c,x(.,7 -j) + MAJr(WV,7))] = 0,

where the outer sum is over all words W g M(cx,. . .,cn) and 5 is over all

nontransitive tournaments which have a fixed score vector and for which the last

letter of Wis a "spoiler" (see §1 of Z.-B. for definition of "spoiler"). Note that if the

word W is empty, then the sum is over all nontransitive tournaments with fixed

score vector and equation (4.6) is trivial.

We now specify the permutation associated to a given word and rewrite equation

(4.6) as

£ £ (-1)e*x(s'j=j) q£-*c,x(strj)

7rGS„ SeNonTran(n; w\ w(l))

(4.7)
x £ ?E»MAJ7.W_,,i,) = q

weM,(c,.<:■„)

For (/', j) g T, we have that

(4.8) UAJT{WtjSlJ) = MAJr(wg +(q + c,)x(U7, »Jy) e T).

By Theorem 3.2, we know that

y E*MAIr(^,y) = gZ'CjXi^j-i)_UK+-+c„-l

<veAf„<C„...,c„) U)c,-1     ••(?)c„-l

x n(i -4fc-<'>+-+c*<»))"1,
i = 2

and therefore it is sufficient to prove that

(4.9) 0=   £ £ (-if«*J-J>
ieS, SeNonTrans(n; iv; tt(1))

Xo**[c,x(5,7 -j) +(c, + c,)X((*v, *,,) G F) + Cjx(vjj = 1)]

x n(i -tfc*«>+-+c"<">)"1.
i = 2

Equivalently, replacing oC/ by 7;, we must prove that

(4.10) 0= £ £ (_i)£*x<*„-;>

weS„ S<=NonTrans(n; vv; tt(1))

n(jJ)eTYjX^^(YjYj) *«»J-'>J>eT)Yjxi*J-»

x nr_2(i-i;(0--- y„(B)) '
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If we can prove Observation 5.1.1 in Z.-B. for the modified weight function

n yx(s„^'(yylx((Si',''",e7')yx(»„=o
■   ,   ./ x /    -,\T.'x(.s,,=j)11(i.j)^TI,_\1iIj)_Jj

Weight(77,5) = (-1) '      -—--.-r-,
FT"    (1 — y      • • • Y     )lli = 2\1 '»(/) "w(n))

then the remainder of the proof in Z.-B. goes through without any modifications

required. We are thus reduced to proving the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1.1. Let r = 77(1), let -n' satisfy m = rtr', and let a be the transitive

tournament obtained when the spoiler r = tr(l) is removed from S. We then have that

I     • w       v,     |weight(77?a)|(yiy2-..  ¥,-■■ Yn)Yy
|weight(7r,j)| =-i-—y-y-.

1 »r(2) *in)

As before, LrS is the in-degree of vertex r in tournament S.

Proof.

|weight( 77,5)|=,   l»y*(«>>l n    Yj^r ^yy^, ,-r,
I1 _  K(2) '■ '   K(n)) U.r)eT

x yx(»ir-0    T~f    yx(^,-»(yy.)x((I''''rr')G7')yx(^_/ = '-)

(r,y)er

^ |weight(77/q)| j-r       y_x(,/r=r)/yy\X(*/,-0       FT        yx(*,,-y)yl

(l - Kzi ••• K«)) ('•'•)er  ' c.yier

=       ^weighuV,q)| ^        Yn)Yy

i1 Ilr(2)     '   '   '      K«))

This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.3. It should be pointed out that we have

effectively also proved Theorem 2.2, for if T is transitive the only piece of the proof

which is affected is Lemma 4.1. From the proof of Lemma 4.1 we see that we can

completely vacate our original matrix of partitions only if Fis transitive and AT is the

zero matrix. If F corresponds to the permutation a, then for all i, 1 < i < n, row

a(i — 1) must be completely vacated before row a(i) can be vacated. The word that

is created will have aa(X) a(l)'s, oa(2) a(2)'s,... ,aa(n_1) a(n - l)'s but only aa(n) - 1

a(«)'s. If we append a(n) to the end of this word we necessarily get a word in Mw(a)

where 77(1) = a(n + 1 - i), 1 < i < n. Within those constraints, the word is arbi-

trary.

Thus, if F is transitive, then the partition matrices P which are not taken to an

element of 38 by Algorithm 3.2 modified correspond to a Cartesian product of an

arbitrary word g M„(a) weighted by the tournamented major index and an upper

triangular matrix of partitions with o, + a, - 1 parts in position (i, j), i < j. By

Theorem 3.2, the generating function for words in M„(a) weighted by gMAJr(H') with

77(1) = a(n + 1 — /') is

UK + -+a„-i      rr (j _ qo(Ln+\-ji+ — +o{i)\-1

UK-i •••UK-i 7=2

concluding the proof of Theorem 2.2.   □
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5. Alternative methods of proof. In this section we examine other methods of proof

for constant term identities. First we give Good's [6] proof of the Dyson conjecture.

Then a o-analogue of this proof will be obtained to give an alternative proof of the

o-Dyson theorem.

Good's proof of Dyson's conjecture. Let /(a; x) = n,"7=li,^(l - Xj/xj)"' and

F(a) = [l]/(a; x). Now note that

i*l j*k i*k
i* J

Since both sides are polynomials of degree < n — 1 in x, and have the same value

for the n distinct choices x = xx,...,xn. Now let x = 0, so

w fi (1-7)-1 ri (i-J).
/#y i*k

i*j

Multiplying (*) by /(a - 1; x), we obtain /(a; x) = ££=1/(a - 8^; x) for a > 1,

and equating constant terms gives

F(a)= £F(a-8j,       a > 1.
k = \

Also F(a) = F(ax,...,ak,...,a„) if o^ = 0, and F(0) = 1. These initial conditions

and the above recurrence uniquely identify F(a) as the multinomial coefficient

a, +  ■ •• + a„]
1 a =(o1+ ••• + a„)!/o1! •■•«„!.   D

We now give a o-analogue of this proof to obtain the o-Dyson theorem. Like the

proof of Theorem 2.3, this proof relies on the master theorem. However, it does not

require Theorem 2.2.

Alternate proof of Theorem 2.3. Let F(a) = [1]!!, <,■</<„(*,■/•*,• )aiiqxj/xi)a - We

prove that F(a) = (q)ai + ...+a/(q)ai • • ■ U)a„ by induction on ax + ••• + «„.

Clearly

F(a) = F(ax,...,ak,...,an)    ifak = 0,k = l,...,n,

and F(0) = 1, so the result is true for o, +  • • • + a„ = 0. Now for ax,...,a„> 1 we

haveF(a) = [l]P(e;a)nis,<y<„(l - q'Jx/x,). But

(••)    n [i-q*%)-i{ n -qa^\ n (wj)
l</<y<n\ ■*// £ = i   \ / = /t + l *• /   l<'</<n\ .       il

i..i*k

+ e  n (-«*J).
7-e^ (y,/)er\ ■*, /

where ^„ consists of all tournaments on n vertices such that no vertex has in-degree

equal to aj — 1. This follows by identifying each of the 2i"-) terms in the expansion of
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the LHS with a tournament, in which choosing the "1" from 1 - qa<xj/xi corre-

sponds to the edge (i, j), and choosing "-^"a;/i," corresponds to the edge (j, i).

The k th term in the RHS of (* *) corresponds to the tournaments in which vertex k

has in-degree equal to aj — 1. These tournaments are disjoint for k = l,...,n and &n

contains all other tournaments on aj vertices.

Thus, multiplying both sides of (* *) by P(e; a) and equating constant terms, we

have

n

F(a) = T.q*mJ-'+*'JF(al,...,ak_l,ak+1,...,am,ak-l)
k = \

+   E   (    n    q")[l]P(T;a).
7-e^ (<y,i)er       )

But all tournaments F in <Pn are nontransitive, so [1] P(T; a) = 0 from the master

theorem, and

n

F(a)=  £ qE"-^^F(ax,...,ak_x,ak+x,...,a„,ak- 1)
k = l

(a) "
= -——-1-\— £ oE''-A""'(l - q"k),    by induction hypothesis

UK ---UK fc_i

(?)a,+ -+fl.-i f"y    z",.ka, _   f    ZWj)

(q)ai---(q)a\ttq t^ I

=    (q)a1+-+a„-l    f-,   _      ai+...+a„|   =       UK+"+"„      .

UK •••(?)«,, (?K •••(<?)«„'
the result is true for all a.    □

Kadell [8] has obtained the case aj = 4 of the o-Dyson theorem by a o-analogue of

Good's method, without using the master theorem. He has also shown [9] by a

o-analogue of Good's method that the o-Dyson theorem is true for all aj if the

required constant term can be assumed to be a symmetric function of the a/s.

However, this symmetry has never been established independently of actually

proving the o-Dyson theorem, as Z.-B. and we have done. It is one of the most

tantalizing features of the o-Dyson theorem that a constant term which seems most

asymmetric is in fact symmetric. A proof of this symmetry which is not equivalent to

actually proving the o-Dyson theorem would be very desirable.

Now we apply Good's method to prove the case o = 1 of Theorems 1.3 and 2.2.

This will allow us to consider the possibility of finding a o-analogue of these proofs,

which would lead to an algebraic proof of the master theorem, and hence all of our

results.

Alternative proof of Theorems 1.3 and 2.2 when o=l. Multiplying P(T, a — l)L_i

by ( *) yields

F(F;a)|ff=1=  £   P(T; a - 8J|fl=1.
k = \
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Equating the constant terms in this equation gives the recurrence equation, where

a> 1,

n

C(T; a)|fl_,= £   C(F;a-8,)|^1.
k=X

The argument given in the proof of Theorem 2.2 enables us to obtain initial

conditions. If ak = 0, then

j C(T- k;ax,...,ak,...,a„)\q=l,

C(T; a)|a=1 = < if vertex k has in-degree = 0 in F,

\0,    otherwise,

where F - fc is the tournament on vertices {l,...,fc,...,n} obtained by deleting

vertex fc and all incident edges. Also C(T; 0)\q=l = 1, where F is the (empty)

tournament on 1 vertex.

It is easy to verify that the unique solution to this recurrence is (we have already

done this for transitive F in Theorem 2.2)

w,n>!rKr
(0

= < [     ax,...,an     \a(a+a\...ta+...+a\

( if Fis transitive with winner permutation a.    D

The transitive case of the above result has been given by Kadell [8]. Now we

consider the possibility of finding a o-analogue of the above proof to obtain a proof

of Theorems 1.3 and 2.2. The o-analogue of (*) which allowed us to prove the

o-Dyson theorem is obtained by multiplying (* *) by ni<,<y<„(l - Xj/xj), and is

1 <i<j<n \ xj I \ xi I

-%r^ ini1- ?)!.," J- ?)H"?)
i*k jj*k

+ e ow,,>.«, n (i-J).
r£#„ U,j)eT\ xj I

Suppose we replace aj, by a}, — \,j = 1,... ,n, multiplying both sides of (* * *) by

n  ('?)   ('?)   ■
i<i<y<«\     y/a-iV   Ailaj-2

and then equate constant terms. Then on the LHS we have C(e;a), which is

considered in Theorem 2.2. However, none of the summands on the RHS are

recognizable as constant terms that we have dealt with.
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Similarly, we might try proving the master theorem by constructing an analogue

of (***) in which the product on the LHS is taken over (i, j) g F for a nontransitive

tournament F. However, we have been unable to find such an expansion in which

the terms on the RHS yield recognizable constant terms. It certainly would be useful

to find an analogue of (*) which allows us to deduce the master theorem, though it

appears to be a difficult task.

A final approach that we mention is to try to prove that the constant term in the

master theorem is equal to the negative of itself, and hence must be zero. This

"asymmetry" approach can be carried out for special values of a, as given in the

following result.

Theorem 5.1. The master theorem is true for a such that ak = at for some pair of

vertices k and I with equal out-degrees in T.

Proof. Suppose, w.l.o.g. that fc < / and (fc, /) g F. There are unique vertices

vx,... ,vm_x and «,,. ..,um for some aaj = l,...,[(n - l)/2], such that (fc, vj) G F

and (/, Vj) G T,j = l,...,m — 1, and (fc, Uj) G Fand (/, Uj) G T,j = l,...,m. Now

let   S = {(k,l),   (k,vx),...,(k,vm_x),   (vx,l),...,(vm_x,l),   (ux,k),...,(um,k),

(I, ux),...,(l, um)}. Clearly n(,,/)es(-x/x,) = (-l)lsl = -1, so

-F(F;a) = F(F;a)    ]j[    { - —) = P(TS; a)
(i.j)eS\      xi I

from Proposition 2.1, since S cz T. Thus equating constant terms gives -C(T; a) =

C(TS;a).

But the tournament TS is isomorphic to F, under interchanging vertices fc and /.

Thus

-C(T;ax,...,ak,...,a„...,an) = C(T; ax,...,a„...,ak,...,a„)

and the result follows immediately.   □

The choice of S in the above proof was found by N. Alon (private communica-

tion). One corollary of this result is worth mentioning.

Corollary 5.2. The master theorem is true when ax = a2 — • ■ ■  = o„.

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 5.1 since a nontransitive tournament

must have at least one pair of vertices with equal out-degrees. The o,'s corresponding

to such a pair of vertices must be equal since all a,'s are equal.    □

Note that Corollary 5.2 does ajoa imply the truth of the o-Dyson theorem for

a, = ••• = o„, at least not by the techniques of this paper.
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Appendix.

Proposition Al. For n > 1,

ii-yn)iyrkn^-y^--yir1h^-yi---y.-iynr1
k=\      '-1 >-*

-nV^i-*)"1-
1=1

Proof.  Let the expression on the LHS of the above result be denoted by

L(yx,... ,y„). We prove the identity by induction on n. Clearly

L(yx) = (1 - yx)(l - yxyl = 1

and the result is true for aj = 1. Now

L(yi,...,yn) = n(1 ~y")y', sV'-'nV-* -y,rl
(1 - yx ■■■ yn) k=1 , = i

x ft (l - y1 ■ • • yi-1y„)~1 + (l - y„) fl (l - tt • • • y,)~x
i=k i=l

n

->»(i -tt •■• tt)'1^(tt---.tt-2.tt) +(i -tt)ri(i -tt ••• j,)-1
; = 1

= fi(i-tt •••>',r1{tt(i-tt ■••tt-i)+(i-tt)}.i=i
by the induction hypothesis

= ri(i-tt---ttr\
and the result is true for aj > 1.   □

Proposition A2. For a? > 1,

L (i - tt) 11 ——— = i - tt • • • tt-
k=i i=i tt   tt

Proof. Denote the LHS of the required result by L(yl,... ,yn). Then

L(yx,...,yn)= ET^rfl(l-tttt)fl7^Tr
*_!   i  + tt ; = 1 i = l tt       tt

(=>t A:

= £jT^{n(i-tttt)-(-i)"tt---tt>'rl(i+tt)}

+Ki)"tt---tt>'r1)fi7^r/ i=i tt tt
i*k

7?1/U)Pitt^-;;i'--\?1g(^ ^  tt-tt  '
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where

/w = n(i+^{n(i-F)-(-i)Vi---^" + o},
z = -1, g(x) = 1, w = 0. But/(x) and g(x) axe polynomials in x of degree at most

aj — 1. Thus

fix)- if(yk)t\^-
k=1        ,=i tt    tt

i*k

since both sides are equal for the aj choices x = yx,...,yn. Similarly

( \    v   i -no tt(tt* - *)g(x)= L g(yk )11—:—-—
A=1 ,=i    tt   tt

i*k

since both sides are equal for the Aichoices x = y{x,... ,y~x. Combining these results,

we have L(yx,... ,yn) = f(-l)-xx ■ ■ ■ x„g(0) = 1 - xx ■ ■ ■ x„, as required.   □
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